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Grammaticalization

(1) “A diachronic change by which the parts
of a constructional schema come to have
stronger internal dependencies”
(Haspelmath 2004: 26)

(2) “Today’s morphology is yesterday’s syn-
tax” (Givón 1971: 413)

(3) Here, we focus on one particular aspect:
(4) Coalescence: a gradual increase in

bondedness; function words become
‘glued’ to content words (Haspelmath
2012)

Tone patterns in Northern Somali

(5) The High tone (H) in Northern Somali
(NS) is usually assigned to the final or
penultimate mora/vowel of words, with
the location determined by grammatical
features, e.g. gender (Hyman 1981):

(6)

Masculine Feminine
ínan inán ‘boy/girl’
qaálin qaalín ‘young camel’ (M/F)
daméer dameér ‘donkey’ (M/F)

(7) The H is usually analyzed as having ac-
centual properties:

(8) Culminativity:
maximum one H per word.

(9) Demarcativity:
the H marks the right edge of the word.

(10) These generalizations hold in roots as
well as various morphological construc-
tions (see e.g. Saeed 1999):

(11) Plural forms
gúri ‘house’ – guryó ‘houses’

(12) Derivations
qór ‘write’ – qoráal ‘text’

At a glance
• We demonstrate how grammaticalization may cause the restructuring of prosodic systems,

illustrated with data from Northern Somali (NS).
• Independent function words have become bound forms, and the result is a weakening of the

former accentual properties of the High tone.
• Subsequently, the tone patterns have become properties of morphological constructions

(morphological tone) rather than prosodic domains (accentual tone).

Coalescence in the verbal system

(13) Building on Moreno (1955), we analyze the progressive forms of verbs in NS (cúnayaa ‘I am
eating’) as grammaticalized forms of a former periphrastic construction: *cúni hayaa.

(14) Cf. other periphrastic constructions in NS: cúni doonaa ‘I will eat’, cúni jiray ‘I used to eat’, and
the lexical verb hayaa ‘I have’.

(15) The periphrastic progressive still exists in other dialects (e.g. Daarood: cúna háya ‘I am eat-
ing’; Moreno 1955:269, Digil: furów háye ‘I am opening’; Moreno 1955:351, Central Somali:
sheenə háaye ‘I am bringing’; Saeed 1982:25).

(16) Grammaticalization has caused the weakening of the demarcative property of the H in NS:
the H is no longer restricted to the final or penultimate mora of words.

(17) One High tone, non-demarcative
a. cún-ay-aa b. hádl-ay-aa c. karín-ay-aa d. isticmaál-ay-aa

eat-prog-1sg.prs talk-prog-1sg.prs cook-prog-1sg.prs use-prog-1sg.prs
‘I am eating’ ‘I am talking’ ‘I am cooking’ ‘I am using’

Coalescence in the nominal system

(18) Noun-def dem has contracted to Noun-dem (19a). Word-internal sandhi, exemplified in (19b)
with intervocalic voicing, has been extended to Noun-dem in analogy with Noun-def
(/gúri-ka/ → [gúriga] ‘the house’), causing dem to become more bound:

(19) a. Contraction b. Extension of word-internal sandhi
gúri-ga kán ⇒ gúri kán gúri kán ⇒ gúrigán
house-def dem ⇒ house dem house dem ⇒ house.dem
‘this house’ ‘this house’ (cf. gúri kalé ‘the other house’)

(20) The conservative forms still exist in other dialects, e.g. Af-Garre rootə-gə kaŋ ∼ rootə kaŋ ‘this
bread’ (Lamberti 1986:77 – see also Abdirachid 2011:234–238).

(21) Grammaticalization has caused the weakening of the culminative property of the H in NS:
(22) Two High tones

a. áqal-kán b. gúri-gán c. gúri-gaás d. guryá-hán
hut-dem.prox house-dem.prox house-dem.dist houses-dem.prox
‘this hut’ ‘this house’ ‘that house’ ‘these houses’

(23) Cf. the pronominal demonstratives kán ‘this’, kaás ‘that’, kúwán ‘these’.

Proposal

(24) We propose that grammaticalization has
caused the H to lose its accentual prop-
erties (demarcativity, culminativity).

(25) At a previous stage, tone was tied to
metrical structure/prosodic domains (one
High tone per word, assigned to the final
or penultimate mora).

(26) As function words have become bound
to content words, new tone patterns have
been introduced, causing a new system
to develop.

(27) The synchronic system is one of
morphological tone in which tonal
schemas are associated with morpho-
logical constructions.

Synchrony vs. diachrony

(28) Attempts to salvage the accentual prop-
erties of the H in NS have previously
been proposed, by suggesting that there
is a prosodic domain boundary in e.g.
gúri-gán (Downing and Nilsson 2019;
Green and Morrison 2016;2018).

(29) We argue elsewhere that this is not pos-
sible (Kaldhol and Stausland Johnsen
forthcoming).

(30) Grammaticalization provides a better
account of the synchronic distribution of
the High tone.

(31) “Recognition of the processes involved in
grammaticalization can provide valuable
tools as we seek to explain the patterns
that occur in languages”
(Mithun 2011:192)

(32) The Somali dialect continuum constitutes
a rich area for the study of microvaria-
tion in prosodic systems and the devel-
opment of prosodic types.


